Working together to achieve success
Junior Pupil Review Spring 2017
At Bowdon Prep we strive for all our girls to aim high and focus on reaching their potential.
We have a learning centred approach and endeavour to create an environment which helps
the girls to develop fundamental skills to enable them to be successful lifelong learners.
It is commonly agreed that in addition to higher academic achievement, parental
involvement leads to greater problem-solving skills, greater school enjoyment, fewer
behavioural problems at school, and greater social and emotional development. We believe
that great success can be achieved when parents and school work together. In school we
aim to consolidate and reinforce the moral characteristics that parents teach at home:







Honesty (both to others and in self-awareness)
Care and compassion
Tolerance and understanding
Responsibility and self-control
Gratitude
Forgiveness

In turn we encourage parents to support the learning skills and characteristics that are part
of their daughters, educational development:
 CURIOSITY: The ability to ask questions and explore how the world works
 CREATIVITY: The ability to generate new ideas and to apply them in practice
 CRITICAL ANALYSIS: The ability to analyse information and ideas and to form
reasoned arguments and judgments
 COMMUNICATION: The ability to express thoughts and feelings clearly and
confidently in a range of media and forms
 COLLABORATION: The ability to work constructively with others
 COMPASSION: The ability to empathise with others and act accordingly
 COMPOSURE: The ability to connect with the inner life of feeling and develop a sense
of personal harmony and balance
 CITIZENSHIP: The ability to engage constructively with society and to participate in
the processes that sustain it

Please complete
Your Feedback is very valuable to us and will help us to support your
daughters’ learning journey.

Behaviour and characteristics are learned and develop over of time. Children all learn in different
ways and at a different pace and some children find the learning of these behaviours more
challenging than others. We aim for pupils to make maximum progress in developing the following
characteristics.
On our scale, a score of 10 would mean they have very matured characteristics and a fully
prepared for the challenges of senior school. Where do you see your child’s present stage of
development in each of the following areas on the scale of 1 to 10?

Self-disciplined

Independent

Self-assured

Responsible

Ambitious

Competitive

Helpful

Imaginative

Open minded

Polite

Creative

Confident with peers

Kind

Hardworking

Confident with adults

Caring

Curious

Active

Honest

Focused

Positive

Tolerant

Compassionate

Sensible

Forgiving

Resourceful

Assertive

At home:
1. How well does your child accept and understand that
they will not always be ‘top’, ‘first’ or ‘chosen’?
2. How well does your daughter manage risks?
3. How well does your daughter focus independently
during home study tasks?
4. How confident is your daughter in finding solutions to
issues and problems independently?
5. How well does your daughter understand that she has
to be patient and can’t always have everything she
wants?
6. How well does she know and accept her own limits?
7. How well does she understand that she chooses her
own behaviour despite experiencing events that may
cause challenging feelings/emotions?

with
beginning
difficulty
to

quite
well

very
well

Do you have any concerns regarding levels of your daughter’s social, emotional
or learning development?

Yes

No

Outside school, which best describes how much time does your daughter spends:
(please circle)

1. Doing something fun with you?
More than an hour
each day

Less than an hour
each day

2 to 3 times a week

Mainly at weekends

Mainly during
holidays

2. In adult led clubs?
More than an hour
each day

Less than an hour
each day

2 to 3 times a week

Mainly at weekends

Mainly during
holidays

3. Playing independently (non-electronic devices)?
More than an hour
each day

Less than an hour
each day

2 to 3 times a week

Mainly at weekends

Mainly during
holidays

2 to 3 times a week

Mainly at weekends

Mainly during
holidays

4. Using electronic devices?
More than an hour
each day

Less than an hour
each day

1. Do you help your child learn to express how she feels? Say: “You seem frustrated.” “How are
you feeling?” “Are you upset?” “You look like you are angry about that.” “It’s alright to feel
that way.”
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

2. As a listener do you: Use good eye contact? Physically get down to the level of your child?
Not interrupt? Ask open ended questions rather than questions that can be answered with a
yes or no? Repeat back to them what you heard?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

3. When possible do you give them choices of when and how to comply with a request?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

4. Do you praise your child for her efforts instead of her abilities/achievements? Eg ‘You should
be very proud, you tried so hard’ instead of ‘well done you’re really good at that’
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

5. Do you discuss items of news and encourage empathy?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

6. Do you support the school’s reading policy by discussing your daughter’s books and hearing
her read three times a week?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

7. Does your daughter have any responsibilities at home?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

8. Do you encourage resilience when discussing playground ‘tiffs’ and help your daughter to
develop sensible coping strategies?
Rarely

Occasionally

Always

How would you most like to describe your daughter on transition to senior school?

Please complete this section following your meeting with the class teacher and hand it to a teacher
in the dining hall or return to school tomorrow (in an envelope).
Pupil review general feedback for the spring term
Pupil Name:
Parent Comments:

Year:

